Declaration
[To be made by organisations seeking from IRINN a change of registration details or a new maintainer object password]

I, ……………………………..…………… of ……………………………………...
(full name)

(address)

declare that:
1.

I am …………………………… of/to ……………………………… (the “Organisation”)
(position held or relationship to)

(name of organisation)

and am duly authorised to make this declaration on behalf of the Organisation.
2.

The Organisation requests that IRINN, takes the following actions, on behalf of the
resource holder, with respect to the registration of the Internet address resources
specified in Schedule A (the “resources”):
a. amend the registration details as specified in Schedule A
b. issue a new maintainer object password to the Organisation
(indicate applicable actions)

3.

To the best of my knowledge and investigations, the Organisation is fully entitled to
request this action, on the basis of the facts set out in Schedule B. Furthermore, to
the best of my knowledge and investigations, no other organisation or individual
disputes, or is likely to dispute, either this entitlement or the custodianship of the
resources.

4.

To the best of my knowledge and investigations, all of the details contained in this
declaration, including the Schedules and any other supporting documentation I have
provided, are true and accurate.

I make this declaration conscientiously believing it to be true.
Signed and Declared by the above named
declarant at ……………………………...
in the State/Country of ………………….
this ………….. day of …………… 20..
Witnessed by:
…………………………………………..
(Signature of witness)

…………………………………………..
(Signature of declarant)

(Name of witness)
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Schedule A
[Please refer to the examples provided by APNIC]

This and the following pages constitute the Schedule A referred to in the declaration of
……………………………………… made before me this …… day of …………….. 20..

…………………………………………..

…………………………………….

(Signature of witness)

(Signature of declarant)

(Name of witness)

Details of Internet address resources
The Organization requests that the following Internet address resource:

[Insert current registration object]

be amended to:

[insert desired registration object; if you are only requesting a new password for the object above
simply enter “New Password]

Please attach extra pages for additional registration objects
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Schedule B
[Please refer to the examples provided by APNIC]

This and the following pages constitute the Schedule B referred to in the declaration of
……………………………………… made before me this …… day of …………….. 20..

…………………………………………..

…………………………………….

(Signature of witness)

(Signature of declarant)

…………………………………………..
(Name of witness)

Summary of facts justifying requested action
I believe the Organisation is fully entitled to request the specified action, on the basis of the
following facts:
[briefly describe the relevant facts]
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